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This view of Lark Harbour “Down Below” is looking approximately to the South-East across the Harbour from a height
of several hundred feet and to the left of the picture on the first page of the July BlowMeDowner. Issue 123.

Across the Harbour are BlowMeDown Provincial Park and Route 450 to York Harbour as it ascends Murrins’ Hill
between the mountains.  Further in the distance in the blue haze is the eastern end of York Harbour around Byrnes’ Store
about two miles or three kilometres away as the crow flies, and even further in the distance is part of the BlowMeDown
Mountain Range. Picture taken by drone on 2018 May 28
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COMMUNITY CALENDAR

 The BMD is published on or before the first Friday of each month.

2018                                   AUGUST                                  2018

  5th Sun LH, 11:00am  Morning Prayer
12th Sun LH, 11:00am  Morning Prayer
19th Sun LH,   7:00pm Evening Prayer
26th Sun M   Full Moon

LH,   7:00pm Evening Prayer

2018                               SEPTEMBER                               2018

  2nd Sun
  3rd Mon Labour Day
  9th Sun
16th Sun
23rd Sun
24th Mon M   Full Moon
30th Sun

2018                                 OCTOBER           2018 

  7th Sun 
14th Sun
21st Sun
28th Sun

2018                           ADVANCE DATES                         2 018

Oct     8th Mon Thanksgiving Day
   24th Wed M   Full Moon

Nov    4th Sat Daylight Saving ends - clocks back one hour
   11th Sun Remembrance Day
   23rd Fri M   Full Moon

Dec  22nd Sat M   Full Moon
   25th Tues Christmas Day

PLEASE NOTE:– details and times of church services other than
those listed above are not available at this time.

DAFFODILS

Picture taken 2018 June 29

BUSINESS & ORGANISATION DIRECTORY

! Byrne’s Store, Main Street. York Harbour 

groceries, hardware, gas & diesel, souvenirs 681-2040

wandastrickland@outlook.com

! Captain Cook B&B & Cottages, York Harbour 

Email:  info@captaincookbb.ca 681-2906; 1-877-681-2906

! Captain Cook’s Galley, 135 Little Port Rd, Lark Harbour

Restaurant - Seasonal - Call for information                681-2777

! Creative Photography by Linda, 131 Main St, Lark Hr

Email: creativephotographybylinda9@gmail.com

131 Main St, Lark Harbour                       709 681-2255

! Curling ONE Stop Service Station, Corner Brook 

366 Curling Street, automotive repairs, servicing        785-2619

! Myrtle’s on the Bay, Main Street, Lark Harbour 

entertainment, food, licenced                 681-2103

! Eddie Joyce, MHA, Bay of Islands, Corner Brook 

Minister, House of Assembly, St John’s. NL 634-7883

! Gudie Hutchings, MP, Long Range Mountains, NL

Member of Parliament, Canada. 709 637-4540

gudie.hutchings@parl.gc.ca

! Marlaine’s Tidewatcher Café, 59 Main Street, Lark Hr

Enjoy a meal beside the Harbour  681-2140

Closed - FOR SALE BY OWNER

! Sheppard’s Clover Farm Store, Lark Harbour  

groceries, hardware, gas, marine supplies       681-2160

! The Roost, Gift Shop and Gallery, York Harbour

sea glass, paintings, handmade glass beads        681-2341

Spring was very late arriving in Newfoundland this year — at least
that was the case in our part of Western Newfoundland.  But when it
did arrive, it came with a rush.  Crocuses are the first to bloom in our
yard, but they took their time this year and only peaked around May
10.  Buds on the daffodils, usually beginning to open by mid May
time, still not ready to bloom.  Temperature reached about 20C once
or twice in May, for an hour around mid day. 

Snow fell overnight on May 23-24, with 20cm reported in Central,
but not much here.  Temperature no higher than 5C all day, though
our snow had melted by evening.  May ended still abnormally cool.

Daffodils, usually in full bloom around Victoria Day weekend,
were still not open.  The picture opposite shows many still blooming
on June 29 when they are normally finished by early June.

Spring was almost a month late.  My apple tree blossomed but it
was too cold and windy for most insects so pollination was poor.  I
expect very few apples, perhaps none at all.   Last year I gave away
about 50 pounds.

mailto:wandastrickland@outlook.com
http://www.captaincookbb.ca/
mailto:info@captaincookbb.ca
file:///|//https///www.google.ca/maps/uv?hl=en&pb=!1s0x4b7b90c23b788583%3A0x99d667416d26e6e6!2m22!2m2!1i80!2i80!3m1!2i20!16m16!1b1!2m2!1m1!1e1!2m2!1m1!1e3!2m2!1m1!1e5!2m2!1m1!1e4!2m2!1m1!1e6!3m1!7e115!4s%2Fmaps%2Fplace%2FCaptain%2BCook%27s%2BGalley%2C%2BRestaurant%2C%2B
http://www.creativephotography-bylinda.com/
mailto:creativephotographybylinda@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/DropInLounge/
http://www.assembly.nl.ca/members/cms/EddieJoyce.htm
http://ghutchings.liberal.ca/
https://www.facebook.com/tidewatchercafe/
http://bobsnewfoundland.com/the-roost.html
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WE COMPLAIN A LOT, DON’T WE?

You know we do. We complain about the weather.  And the
Government.  And the price of things we need to buy—food, gas,
home heating, and why we have to wait for two hours in the doctor’s
waiting room, with nothing to read except women’s magazines!  And
on and on it goes.  

I admit to being one of the worst complainers, and about the
weather, even, which no amount of complaining will change.  Maybe
we could say the same about the Government, too.

Really, though,  what do we have to complain about?  Sure, winter
seems to drag on for a long time, especially this year.  And if we don’t
get warm weather by early July, as this year, we think we are unlucky. 
All valid complaints, we think.

If we lived in California, we may have had to evacuate our house
because wildfires are burning everywhere.  Or beside the Saint John
River in New Brunswick we might get flooded every couple of years. 
If we lived in Puerto Rico, we may still be trying to fix our house after
last year’s hurricane damage, and it’s already hurricane season again. 
How do poor people deal with those problems?  If we lived in some
North American cities—Toronto, New York, Los Angeles, Miami,
Washington, DC—we might be afraid to walk along the street in case
some crazy stranger pulled a gun and shot us.  Or even living in
Central America we might be living under a despotic government, or
maybe no government at all.

Truly, we have nothing much to complain about, compared with
some people, even some living in Canada.  We have a few nutcases,
but probably fewer than most provinces do.  And our nutcases are
mostly in St John’s, thjough a few manage to get over here.  In fact,
Newfoundland is one of the best places to live, in my opinion.  We
can walk down the street with no fear of danger.  We don’t even have
to deal with Donald Trump, at least not in our country or province. 
Neither Justin nor Dwight could ever be that bad even if they tried! 
We can do what we want, when we want. 
 

So next time you hear me complaining, remind me of what I wrote
here.  Let’s all be proud of Newfoundland. 

THANK GOD WE’RE SURROUNDED BY WATER

LETTER  FROM  A  READER

Just a short note to thank you again for the Great newsletters and to
tell you the people in my state are as befuddled as you are with our
current government but I don't think his (whose name shall not be
mentioned) base has been weakened at all. The upcoming Supreme
Court nomination is huge and will definitely change our policies for
years to come. Also want to let you know you may hear from my
sister as I finally sent her your link. The wonderful drone picture of
Lark Harbour gave me an opportunity to point out houses to her as
she has never been there...........Thank you again.  (Name withheld)

Editor’s Note - Thank you for taking the time to reply regarding
politics in USA.  I wish more readers would respond with their
comments, either for or against my opinions, and also to point out
any significant errors, of which I am sure there must be plenty even
though I do my best to ensure accuracy.  
I hope to present more drone pictures of our communities in future
for our exiles, to keep reminding you how beautiful our little towns
are, in the hope that one day you may return to stay. SLH

  

A TIP FOR PUTTING ON ELASTIC STOCKINGS
GRANDMOTHER KNEW HOW!

If you are one of those people who needs to wear surgical elastic
stockings (Sigvaris or similar brands) because of circulatory
problems in your legs, you may have discovered how hard it can be
to get them on, especially if your legs are still a bit damp after a
taking a shower.  To protect the stockings from your finger nails
while pulling them on, it may be useful to wear a pair of rubber
gloves, which also give you a better grip.  These socks are quite
expensive, but with care they last very well.  I have tried some of the
gadgets you can buy that claim to do the job, but either they are very
little use, or they break the second time you use them!

Here is a technique I learned from my grandmother for getting any
stockings on, no matter how difficult. It certainly simplifies getting
surgical stockings on, without causing any damage.  Try it a few
times, and let me know if it works for you.

1. Turn the stocking completely inside out.
2. With one arm, reach inside the stocking down to the toe.
3. With the hand inside the stocking, pinch the tip of the stocking toe

firmly between your thumb and finger.
4. With your other hand, pinch the heel of the stocking.
5. Pull the toe back into the stocking until you reach the heel, and

smooth out any wrinkles.
6. Still holding the heel with one hand, pull the other hand out of the

stocking.
7. You are now ready to put your foot into the stocking.
8. Pull the sock over your foot until your toes are in the toe and your

heel is at the heel of the stocking.  Take care to avoid damage to
the stocking with toe or finger nails.

9. With both hands, carefully pull the rest of the stocking over your
foot and heel, and continue pulling it up until it is straight, free of
wrinkles, and reaches your knee or beyond, depending on the
length of the stocking.

The stocking should now be right side out and properly in place. 
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THE SANCTITY OF LIFE
Issues for and against Canada’s Abortion Laws

as affected by our close to the USA
Canada is in a unique situation which results in problems faced by no
other country in the world: our six thousand kilometres of shared
border with the world’s most wealthy and powerful country: America. 
Pierre Elliott Trudeau used the very apt analogy of sleeping next to an
elephant.  (See EndNote 1) Our geographic location can be either
useful or problematic. 
The next important problem is our shared language.  The news media
has no restrictions and events can be reported in Canada as quickly as
in America.  Mexico, which also shares a long common border with
America, is somewhat insulated as Spanish is its primary language.
An argument that seems to reappear from time to time in western
nations is the issue of the sanctity of life, of which abortion is a major
component.  Abortions have certainly been happening ever since the
dawn of time, and only under the sophisticated influence of  today’s
religions has it become a topic for widespread public debate.

 For generations it was ignored as the business of no one but those
immediately involved.  But as governments began to concern
themselves with the activities of others beyond the nation’s wealthy,
it became controversial and perhaps illegal in nearly all but the most
extreme cases where the mother’s life was endangered by the
continued presence of the fetus in the womb.

Attitudes have varied at different times and with varying policies
in the history of individual countries, and even a brief survey falls far
short of being useful.  However some facts about two countries
outside of our traditional western experience may be useful to
illustrate the great variation in even today’s practices.  In Russia, since
2011 the law has restricted abortion to the first 12 weeks, with
exceptions up to 22 weeks in rape cases or for medical necessity.  In
China, family planning is a major influence on abortion law and since
1988 it has been legal to induce an abortion by pill. Attitudes have
also been influenced in China due to traditional female infanticide
practices that have been further affected by the government’s one-
child policy which has been modified as necessity demanded.

In most countries where Christian principles have been the basis
of the law, the general pattern has been to restrict abortion to certain
very specific time limits and purposes during pregnancy.  Legislation
on the topic is complex and often a matter of very personal
interpretation based on many social, religious, cultural and medical
opinions which span the full spectrum of views from pro-life to pro-
choice.  This has been the case in Canada where, after lying quietly for
a few years, abortion issues have suddenly begun to occupy our
attention again, probably due to its increased politicisation since
Trump’s declared intention to identify a new appointee who will vote
to overturn the 1973 Roe v. Wade Supreme Court decision when
Justice Kennedy’s retirement takes effect in August.  The Roe v.
Wade decision was deemed by the American Supreme Court of the
time to represent a fundamental right under the UN Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (to which Canada also subscribes) and
two other applicable UN Covenants.  Trump’s overturning of this
important decision of 45-year standing in America will inevitably
cause similar questions to be raised in Canada, but hopefully any
attempts to turn back the clock on this important issue for women will
notbe assailed here. This could be one clear example of America’s
influence, though indirect, can impact Canada as a result of our close
proximity as neighbours.

SIGNIFICANCE OF ROE v. WADE IN CANADA.  While all
human life must be respected in our culture, so must the rights of
individuals.  This respect must protect the rights of any woman who,
through a possible variety of misfortunes including poor health,
poverty, criminal acts, carelessness, or other circumstances that
resulted in an unwanted pregnancy, does not wish it to proceed to full
term.  The religious beliefs of others should not normally be a primary
consideration.  To force a woman to endure an unwanted pregnancy
could create undesirable consequences for both the unborn child and
the mother if she is forced to the full term.  The personal religious
belief of a third party, or any other condition imposed on a pregnant
woman against her will, should not be a part of the equation unless
there are very specific reasons.  The woman should receive
counselling to present appropriate alternatives and possible
consequences of each one.  She should not feel threatened to the point
of accepting the pregnancy as inevitable, a solution fraught with risks
for child and mother alike.  The child may end up in a bad family
environment lacking the essentials for a satisfactory upbringing.

Canada is an independent country, albeit a very close neighbour to
America in so many ways.  However we do have a variety of
conditions dirrerent from our southern neighbours.  Our government,
history, political and religious views, laws, (notably gun laws), size
and composition of our population, geography, climate, etc.  We do
not need to be told by another nation how we should vote, or what
laws we should develop.  This freedom was defended and preserved
by our forbears who, despite difficulties, fought to remain independent
after 1776.  We successfully abolished slavery in 1834, with  the
British Empire.  It was not until 1865 that America adopted the
Thirteenth Amendment (on slavery and involuntary servitude) but
even then not all American states voted in favour.  Amazingly, the
state of Mississippi did not actually ratify the 13th Amendment until
1995, and then did not officially notify the US Archivist, so that the
ratification was not legally official in Mississippi.  This is an
astonishing fact as the world tends to regard America as the leader in
most matters, although not  in some important social legislation.  And
now under the Trump presidency there is a probable movement that
may turn the clock back on abortion there, with spill-over into Canada.

On the question of abortion in Canada we are certainly capable of
deciding for ourselves.  Canada has usually opted for more gentle
social decisions.  Our more humane prison system and our 1976
July 04 abolition of the death penalty except for certain military
offences under the National Defence Act are examples.  In 1998 the
death penalty was eliminated in Canada for military offences too. 
These are strong examples of the decisions we have made for
ourselves, regardless of what Americans have decided for themselves,
where the death penalty is still legal in 31 states but illegal in 19
others and the District of Columbia which contains the capital
Washington.

As established in Canada in 1969, abortions should continue to be
legal at any stage of pregnancy when approved by a medical
committee as  necessary for the physical or mental well-being of the
mother. 

The United States is far wealthier than Canada; it also has more
difficult problems to solve.  Americans must govern their abortion
matters as they wish.  We must do the same, making our own
decisions which are best for Canada and Canadians. — SLH

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sanctity_of_life
<current%20document>https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pierre_Trudeau
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sanctity_of_life
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abortion_in_Russia#Current_law
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abortion_in_China
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Female_infanticide_in_China#20th_century
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/One-child_policy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/One-child_policy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roe_v._Wade#Supreme_Court_decision
<current%20document>https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fundamental_rights
https://deathpenalty.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=001172
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abortion_in_Canada
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CANADA
   GUNS, FEWER GUNS, OR NO GUNS AT ALL

While Americans slowly forget the great debate of last winter that
began with the Parkland Massacre of February 14 and is now
becoming just a news memory for most except for those who lost
loved ones, a similar debate is beginning in Canada caused by a
shooting on Danforth Avenue, Toronto on Saturday 2018 July 22,
which ended the lives of two and injured twelve or more.  The gunman
also died.

The Canadian Firearms Act is long complex, and difficult to
navigate as it covers so many different topics.  Mayor of Toronto John
Tory has made comments already about shortcomings of the current
Act such as the number of firearms a person may own.  However it is
useful to review this easy-to-understand account of gun control in
Canada before making any judgement on the Act.  We should not
allow tragic but meaningless events to cause us to demand excessive
gun controls in Canada.  Nor should we emulate America’s legislation
or dilute our own.

A bystander reported that this shooter was carrying a handgun.  To
carry such a weapon legally in Canada would need a special permit,
but no official mention has been made of this so far.  These are not
easily granted, which may mean that he had no permit.  If such was the
case, then the legislation should be reviewed to more effectively
reflect the requirement.

Because of a sudden annual increase in victims of shootings,
police have expressed concern that gun regulations should be
reviewed.  Below are statistics for the City of Toronto only, and may
not apply elsewhere in Canada.  The large increase in deaths may not
be statistically valid due to a small sample size skewing the result to
cause a Type I or II statistical error.

YEAR DEATHS INJURED
 2014 13 41
 2015 12 77
 2016 25 15
 2017 17 80
 2018* 27* 82*
    * Partial statistics only for 2018

Data selected from Toronto Police Service Statistics.
It is impossible to know whether the increase in recent years has any
direct connection with events in America, but it does suggest that
Canada, or at least our large urban areas near the American border,
may be strongly influenced by the American experience.  This
influence probably extends beyond crime statistics into most of
Canada’s social life, and is likely to increase further as modern
communications become even more pervasive than at present.

For this reason Canadians need to exercise great vigilance to
protect our own unique institutions and culture and to embrace only
those which are appropriate and supportive of our positive Canadian
identity.  And many police officers are calling for a re-evaluation of
our gun laws. — SLH

CANADA
    INCREASE IN ILLEGAL GUN OWNERSHIP

Another fact brought to light by the Danforth, Toronto, shooting, is
that the origin of and the huge increase in the number of illegally-
owned guns.  The young man responsible for the Danforth killings
apparently showed characteristics that should have prevented him
from owning a firearm at all, and even less, a handgun.  But an illegal
means of obtaining them has appeared.

In the past 75% of illegal guns were brought into Canada from the
USA, and were therefore not registered in Canada.. More about 50%
are now bought by lawful owners who purchase large numbers of guns
legally and then resell them privately.  In this way criminals can obtain
guns without drawing attention to themselves and the weapons so
obtained.  This is obviously very useful way for a potential criminal
to obtain a gun.  In one instance a legal owner was reported to have
purchased 47 guns which he then sold for $100,000 in five months. 
(CTV Report)

Toronto Mayor John Tory has drawn attention to this problem,
posing the question of “... why anyone would need to buy ten or
twenty guns, which they can lawfulkly do under the present laws.”  He
even asked, “Why does anyone in this city need to have a gun at all?” 
Perhaps if they are collectors of guns then most of their weapons
should be rendered unable to be fired.  Toronto police chief Mark
Saunders suggested that it would be helpful to share information
between levels of government in the same way that vehicle ownership
can easily be shared between juisdictions.

It has been remarked that Quebec is further advanced on these
measures than are other parts of Canada.  This may be because
Quebec refused to destroy their gun register when the Harper
Government made the demand.  The Federal Government has
introduced new gun legislation in Bill C-71.

For more details refer to CTV News Report. 

LUPINS

2018 July 28 

https://www.vox.com/2014/10/24/7047547/canada-gun-law-us-comparison
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Type_I_and_type_II_errors
https://www.ctvnews.ca/canada/number-of-illegal-guns-in-canada-surged-in-recent-years-1.4025231
https://www.ctvnews.ca/canada/number-of-illegal-guns-in-canada-surged-in-recent-years-1.4025231
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ELECTRICAL POWER, ENERGY AND
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS IN

NEWFOUNDLAND & LABRADOR

WHY DOES OUR PROVINCE ALWAYS LOSE OUT?

Electricity rates across the Province were increased by 6.6% on July
01 last, a relatively small increase compared with what we are told is
to come.  However there is a proposal by Newfoundland & Labrador
Hydro to make a further increase, perhaps on 2019 January 01, to
raise rates to lessen the effect of the costs of the Muskrat Falls project
when it comes on stream.  And it is certain that this increase will be
only the first of several over the years.

Assuming that power rates over the next few years across most of
Canada will continue to increase at a rate slower than ours, there
should come a time when we can expect things to level out with our
rates remaining relatively stable as we pay off the cost of Muskrat and
other provinces rates catch up with ours.

At present Hydro Québec consumers have the lowest rates of 6.8
cents per kWh, thanks to the huge amount of discounted power they
receive from our Churchill Falls station in the historically unfair
subsidy they enjoy from us through their stranglehold on our Labrador
power in general.  

Prince Edward Island has the highest rates at 16.9 cents per kWh.

Newfoundland & Labrador is roughly in the middle with 12.9
cents per kWh, slightly higher than the national average of 12.2 cents
per 1,000 kWh.  This is reasonable, though there will be other
significant increases imposed not too far in the future.  See Rates by
Province.

It seems that for Canadian Provinces there are two different values
at play—one for Alberta’s need to export oil to the Far East, and a
different one for Newfoundland & Labrador’s need to export much of
our electrical power to the Northeast USA.  For our Province, this
could have offset much of the Muskrat Falls costs.  Hydro Québec
already has a suitable corridor delivering Churchill Falls power via
Montréal to New England at a gigantic profit to Hydro Québec and
Québec consumers.  This corridor would have needed only some
additional carrying capacity to handle Muskrat Falls output.  So, rather
than entering into another contract similar to that signed by Premier
Joey Smallwood in the 1960s, it was decided to proceed
independently.  Because Hydro Québec imposed unreasonable
conditions on Newfoundland & Labrador, requiring us to sell our
power first to Hydro Québec, we have been forced to spend millions
more to construct alternative underwater transmission lines through
the Gulf of St Lawrence to bring our power to the Mainland through
Nova Scotia.  

This would not have been necessary had the Government of
Canada been as insistent with Québec as they have been in a
comparable impasse with British Columbia over Alberta’s need of a
pipeline to carry oil to a port on the West Coast of Canada to allow
export of Tar Sands oil to the Far East by sea, even to the extent of

purchasing a pipeline with public funds at a cost of 4.5 billion dollars
and several billion more to expand it.  But apparently a comparable
consideration was not worthwhile for Newfoundland & Labrador.

Meanwhile, on a slightly different tack, Newfoundland & Labrador
has announced the opening of a new oilfield off our East Coast, but
that will not be on the books until about 2025.  Who can tell what
other events may intervene in future to skew this project, such as
another major technical development like hydraulic fracturing
(fracking)?  This new technique has made oil and gas recovery
appreciably cheaper than conventional drilling used to be.  It may also
have made oil and gas feasible in parts of the world which had not
been able to exploit conventional drilling so readily.

Newfoundland & Labrador also has to face competition from solar
power, wind power, tidal power and perhaps other generating
techniques not yet even on the drawing boards.  (If you do install solar
panels on your home in Newfoundland & Labrador, you are at this
time prevented by law from selling any surplus back to the grid—a
practice accepted in most other parts of North America.  Such sale is
possible in Quebec through a system of credits. 

It is disappointing that Federal Governments did not see fit to
assist Newfoundland & Labrador to gain access to power markets in
America without being blackmailed again by Québec, and also to
bring Alberta oil eastwards to make Eastern Canada less dependant on
oil from overseas markets.  There is oil enough available in
Canada—even our own Grand Banks offshore oil which goes to
American markets—to make Atlantic Canada less dependent on
overseas imports.

With help from the Feds, Newfoundland & Labrador should have
been able more easily to secure markets at a reasonable price for our
electrical power, and some of the product of our Come-by-Chance
Refinery for our own and Atlantic Canada’s use too.  Presumably our
Federal Government is afraid of reawakening the sleeping giant of 
Souverainisme au Québec or the Québec Sovereignty Movement.

WILD ROSE

2018 July 28

http://www.ontario-hydro.com/electricity-rates-by-province
http://www.ontario-hydro.com/electricity-rates-by-province
file:///|//https///www.google.com/search?q=Muskrat+Falls+Power+transmission+lines+map&client=firefox-b-ab&tbm=isch&source=iu&ictx=1&fir=wsj7X61xyEldrM%253A%252CcbpLs_XwFnPYiM%252C_&usg=__tlT7iMYqMeLE7aO5UUQyK3ra-Tk%3D&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiEyfyTzMDcAhUo_IMKHQJMA_4Q9QEwB3oECA
file:///|//https///www.google.com/search?q=Muskrat+Falls+Power+transmission+lines+map&client=firefox-b-ab&tbm=isch&source=iu&ictx=1&fir=wsj7X61xyEldrM%253A%252CcbpLs_XwFnPYiM%252C_&usg=__tlT7iMYqMeLE7aO5UUQyK3ra-Tk%3D&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiEyfyTzMDcAhUo_IMKHQJMA_4Q9QEwB3oECA
http://www.hydroquebec.com/self-generation/faq.html
http://www.hydroquebec.com/self-generation/faq.html
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Souverainisme_au_Qu%C3%A9bec
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quebec_sovereignty_movement
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Vera Lynn sings at a British
munitions factory in 1941.

Click photo for enlargement

     PLEASE READ THIS AND THE ARTICLE FOLLOWING

The article following contains almost 2,700 words.  That makes it the longest ever
included in the 12 years of The BMD.  I continue to make no excuses for devoting
so much space to Donald Trump and his machinations.  Instead, this is my
Apologia, my explanation, with no contrition.

Events have been occurring with increased speed, and to one degree or another
they all impinge upon Canada, while our own internal matters have shrunk in
significance.  Which is more important?  To fix a few loose shingles on your roof,
or to move the whole house away from the eroding cliff? 

The longer Trump and his ilk are in control, the more damage they are able to
inflict : overturning the right of women to abortion; continuing the harmful tariffs;
reducing important environmental protections; allowing Russia to continue its
attack on democratic institutions; etc.  All these are being done.

But, you say, these things are happening in America, not in Canada.  That is
true—now.  But Trump’s influence is pervasive and not in accord with Canada’s
traditional culture and politics.  It therefore behoves Canadians to know what is
happening to the South, and how those events can affect our own lives.  Events
south-of-the-border have always affected Canada, but it is for Canadians to decide
to either reject or accept those changes.  If you disagree, think about the multiple
shooting on Danforth Avenue, Toronto, a week ago,

Trump did not win a plurality of votes in the American Election of 2016.  This
means that at least half the American population did not support this self-styled
‘Great Negotiator’.  This should be a sufficient caution for Canadians. 

The lights are going off in America, as they were in Europe eighty years ago. 
Until that process returns to its state prior to Trump’s take-over, we must be vigilant
to protect our own institutions and only change them when we see fit.
SO . . .    

WHEN THE LIGHTS GO ON AGAIN . . . 

I grew up—though my mother was never
quite sure of that!—in England during and
after World War Two, and I remember well
when the soldiers were demobilised
(“demobbed”,  the word most people used). 
Certain radio entertainers had kept them
entertained in the long periods when they
were away from their loved ones.  Vera
Lynn (1917- ) was one of the best known,
and the radio stations all over Britain were
playing her repertoire of songs for the
“boys” while they were away and when they
came back home.
  

I was too young to be one of those “boys”, but even so I heard
Vera’s voice on the BBC radio, as well-known as the solemn striking
of Big Ben which preceded the nine o’clock news broadcast world-
wide nightly on international short-wave.  I feel waves of nostalgia
flowing over me when I hear Vera Lynn’s distinctive voice and those
extremely evocative songs coming over the airwaves, especially if the
radio is a 1940s model and sounds like my grandfather’s old Pilot
radio from that era.  All of Vera’s songs were sentimental and
nostalgic, but also they reflected the mood of the time; and none more
effectively than her song “When the lights go on again all over the
world” except perhaps “There’ll be Bluebirds over the White Cliffs of
Dover”.  Click links for songs.

As I write this, Vera is still living in England at the age of 101, and
her voice can still be heard on such occasions as Remembrance Days. 
If your father or grandfather served in WW2, and spent time in UK,
or if your mother was a war bride, they will certainly recall Vera. The
late Jimmy Fletcher served in the Merchant Navy in WW2 and was
naturally a great fan of Vera.

I was reminded of that very poignant song of Vera Lynn which
looked forward in the 1940s to the return of peace in Europe, when the
blackout would be a nasty historical memory, peace would once more
reign all over the world, and the lamps would come on again.  The
‘blackout’ as it was called in the UK was instituted to make it more
difficult for enemy bombers, flying at night, to spot the sites they were
to attack.  All streetlights were turned off, all windows fitted with
light-proof screening so that artificial light could be used indoors,
emergency vehicles were fitted with shades to deflect their lights
downwards, and ARP volunteers patrolled the streets at night
checking, among other tasks, that no light was leaking out.  Darkness
was total but for any natural light and the searchlights that raked
across the skies in search of enemy aircraft whenever the air raid
sirens were sounded.

On 1938 October 16, Winston Churchill, the great champion of
peace and possibly the greatest orator of a century or two, spoke in a
broadcast from London to the United States.  His speech began with
these words :– 

I avail myself with relief of the opportunity of speaking to the
people of the United States.  I do not know how long such
liberties will be allowed.  The stations of uncensored

expression are closing down; the lights are going out; but there is still
time for those to whom freedom and parliamentary government mean
something, to consult together.  Let me, then, speak in truth and
earnestness while time remains.”  
And it ended with these words: “We need the swift gathering of forces
to confront not only military but moral aggression; the resolute and
sober acceptance of their duty by the English-speaking peoples and
by all the nations, great and small, who wish to walk with them.  Their
faithful and zealous comradeship would almost between night and
morning clear the path of progress and banish from all our lives the
fear which already darkens the sunlight to hundreds of millions of
men.”
If Churchill was alive today, I am convinced that he would have been
addressing a similar speech to the same nation now, because a new era
of darkness is beginning to descend once more on the world.  As in
1938, a lifetime later, a similar danger is slowly but inexorably
weakening and engulfing the modern civilised world of 2018.  Read
all of Churchill’s speech quoted above.

In 1938 Churchill was faced with an unreceptive, self-satisfied
world, and today those who oppose the machinations of a self-made
New York billionaire property developer who shows every sign of
usurping ‘the greatest constitutional democracy the world has ever
seen’, are similarly faced.  The perpetrator of this process, Donald
Trump, claims to know nothing of whatever Vladimir Putin may have
in mind, yet he continues to facilitate it.  He has also succeeded in
diverting to his own ends the democratic process enshrined in the
American Constitution, a document that has survived almost two and
a half centuries.  And with the help of a known dictator who has
successfully established control over Russia, he is establishing a
similar regime of his own I
n the world’s most powerful and wealthy country while those in a
position to prevent him are standing aside and giving him free rein.  
        Continued on next page

Continued from previous page

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WKsYf9-E6FY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WKsYf9-E6FY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tuHYnzWHS7o&index=2&list=RDWKsYf9-E6FY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tuHYnzWHS7o&index=2&list=RDWKsYf9-E6FY
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blackout_(wartime)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Air_Raid_Precautions_in_the_United_Kingdom
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UQvmCfwRBLY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UQvmCfwRBLY
https://www.nationalchurchillmuseum.org/the-lights-are-going-out.html
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On 2018 July 16 Trump’s much-touted meeting with Russia’s
Vladimir Putin came to pass: they met in Helsinki, Finland, a fairly
convenient neutral venue for both.

The meeting was planned to last about ninety minutes, but it
occupied two hours or a little more.  Aside from a translator for each
participator, there were no observers, much to the chagrin of
American government members who were afraid that Trump might
agree to undesirable conditions imposed by Putin.  Such a meeting is
unprecedented between an American President and a foreign leader,
and certainly with a foreign leader like Putin who is known to be
ruthless and also hostile to America and the Free World.  Moreover
this meeting consisted of only the two leaders and their respective
translators, and there is no official record of their discussion.

From the moment the two men appeared for the press conference
it was obvious that Putin was in charge.  He spoke first, in Russian,
and was simultaneously translated, and was plainly well satisfied with
the meeting.  He specifically denied any truth to the cyber attacks of
which his secret service had been accused, and he even offered, in a
serious tone, to lend his own intelligence people to assist the American
investigation.

Trump then followed and after a few remarks echoing some of
Putin’s words he indicated like a child that he thought it a generous
offer by Putin to make his intelligence people available to America. 
He then began his usual tirade of criticism of Hillary Clinton, the
matter of the 33,000 missing Clinton emails from the election
campaign,  the Democratic Party, and the failure of the FBI, CIA and
other American intelligence organisations to take any action.  Trump
also added that the Mueller probe into collusion was unnecessary, and
that the election campaign had been a clean one.

Asked if he had raised the issue of Russian interference in the 2016
election, Trump claimed to have done so, and Putin had denied
interference.  At the press conference Putin said he would look into it. 
But the general consensus of Americans, in the absence of any proof
to the contrary, was unconvinced.   Asked if he had any damaging
information on Trump, Putin seemed to be taken aback and was slow
to reply, finally saying he had always found President Trump to be
honourable.  This press conference was grotesque, a total farce, and
as it had to be reflective of the summit meeting itself, that must also
have been equally farcical.  But there was no record of the discussion.

Later in the day, a Russian woman, Maria Butina, was accused of
trying to infiltrate American organisations and influence American
politics.  She is reported to have had dealings with Trump, with
members of his family and his organisation, and with the Republican
Party and the NRA.  For anything else, we must await fresh
revelations. 

By day’s end, many American politicians were expressing the view
that the day had been the most shameful in the history of the
Presidency, and that Putin had been handed precisely what he wanted
from the undocumented meeting, though we do not know what it was
that he wanted.  Senior elected members and many others of both
parties were also making critical public statements.  The respected
WW2 veteran, senior Senator John McCain, spoke out from his home,
saying Trump had made “One of the most disgraceful performances

by an American president in memory”.  Former CIA Director John
Brennan described Trump’s performance as “nothing short of
treasonous”.  Democrat Chuck Schumer, Senate Minority Leader,
raised the question “what 'damaging information' does Putin hold over
Trump?”  Said Senator Richard Blumenthal, Trump was a “a patsy
and a pushover and a puppet” of the Russian dictator, and Trump was
not upholding his obligation taken in his Presidential Oath of Office
which states: “I do solemnly swear that I will faithfully execute the
office of President of the United States and will to the best of my
ability, preserve, protect and defend the Constitution of the United
States.” This Oath may provide one of the simplest routes to
Impeachment.

Meanwhile Putin continues to dissociate himself and his country
from any involvement in the entire matter of election interference,
although he admitted that he had wanted Trump to win the 2016
election; and Trump continues to trust him while undermining the
credibility of his own American intelligence community, mocking and
ridiculing all who challenge him.

On the following day, July 17, after Trump had received strong
criticism from both Democrats and numerous Republicans for his
failure to bring Putin to account for the 2016 Election interference
which resulted in his win at the polls, this weak President attempted
to correct matters by saying that he had mis-spoken in his statement at
the press conference:–  

“In a key sentence in my remarks I said the word ‘would’
instead of ‘wouldn’t.  The sentence should have been: ‘I don't
see any reason why it wouldn't be Russia.  Sort of a double
negative.”  He continued by adding that it could have been
Russia, but “it could have been other people also.” 

However he continued in the same vein and his apology was
insufficient to convince most of his critics, leaving his excuses to fall
largely on deaf ears.  But even so there were few new calls for
impeachment or any other remedial action, with his party members
staying clear of any serious action.  It seems that Republicans still
resisted anything that might imperil their hopes of re-election in the
midterm November elections, and anyway since Trump is personally
secure until 2020 it would not unseat him.  It would of course increase
his difficulties of getting any new measures through the two Houses
if enough Democrats are elected in November instead of Republicans. 
Rather surprisingly House Speaker Paul Ryan (who is retiring this
year) expressed the strongest criticism of Trump at this juncture but
he is also resisting any move by allies of Trump to remove Rod
Rosenstein who controls the FBI investigation into Russia’s 2016
election interference.

Throughout this confusing and indecisive situation the President
appears to have been quite severely shaken, a fact clearly apparent in
his uncomfortable mien.  He stated that he had full confidence in his
own security officials, but it hardly rings true after his repeated
criticisms of them during the eighteen months he has been in office. 
The big question still remains whether Putin has information that
could be dangerous, possibly even treasonous, about Trump. 
Experience has shown that the President is willing to say anything to
save his own skin.                 Continued on next page

https://www.cnbc.com/2018/07/16/outrage-at-trump-performance-with-putin.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/07/16/outrage-at-trump-performance-with-putin.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oath_of_office_of_the_President_of_the_United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oath_of_office_of_the_President_of_the_United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oath_of_office_of_the_President_of_the_United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oath_of_office_of_the_President_of_the_United_States
https://www.cnn.com/2018/07/17/politics/white-house-mood-donald-trump-vladimir-putin-news-conference/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2018/07/17/politics/white-house-mood-donald-trump-vladimir-putin-news-conference/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2018/07/17/politics/white-house-mood-donald-trump-vladimir-putin-news-conference/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2018/07/17/politics/white-house-mood-donald-trump-vladimir-putin-news-conference/index.html
https://www.politico.com/story/2018/07/17/trump-ryan-rosenstein-impeachment-republicans-726247
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Continued from previous page
To bolster his activity, Donald John Trump has at his fingertips (1)

the most powerful economy ever seen on earth; (2) the greatest and
most technically sophisticated military establishment ever seen on
earth; (3) the most obsequious legal government ever seen on earth;
and (4) what appears to be the most gullible populace imaginable.

When Churchill delivered his speech to the American People in
1938, the process of democratic decay was already well advanced in
Germany.  Hitler had taken power, and was able to move on by
completing his occupation of Czechoslovakia on 1939 March 15 and
on March 20 by demanding concessions from Lithuania.  Also on
1939 March 20 Britain and Poland formulated their agreement for
mutual assistance in case of a German invasion of Poland, which
actually took place in September.  Albania had already been invaded
earlier, in April.

In very general terms, Churchill had foreseen many of these events
when he delivered his 1938 Speech to the American People, but he
was unable to alert America, and that did not happen until three years
later in 1941 December 07 when Japan attacked Pearl Harbour.

This late American entry into full hostilities had depleted the UK’s
resources after being the single nation still resisting the Nazi onslaught
for more than two years already.  The British had been hard pressed
to survive events like the Battle of Britain, and German U-boats were
sinking ships by the dozen in the North Atlantic.  Rationing of food,
fuel, clothing, even animal feed, affected everyone.  It was a very
precarious time in Britain, and the War probably lasted at least a year
longer in Europe than if the Americans had entered sooner.

Significant parallels can be traced between Europe in 1938 and the
entire World in 2018, 80 years later. Many of today’s nations have
roles similar to those they had in the 1930s.  The United States during
Trump’s presidency may be the nation whose modern role most
resembles the one it was beginning to play in the 1930s—that of 
Defender of the Free World—except that Trump is surrendering
instead of assuming any defensive role.  In 1938 and until Pearl
Harbour, the free nations of Western Europe were still led by a jaded
Britain whose power was at its lowest ebb for two centuries, although
America was a willing supplier of many important resources. 
Dictators had achieved power in Germany, Italy and Spain, while
Britain lacked adequate means even to properly defend  itself, without
the superimposed role of Europe’s defender.  Today’s World is
becoming mired in a new but similar totalitarian Slough of Despond.

It must have been a huge disappointment to Churchill when his
rhetorical powers failed to enlist the aid of the much more powerful
American establishment.  He had been ready to admit to this British
inadequacy while America continued to pursue its isolationist policies
and still ignored the need to shoulder a new and greater role than it
had pursued in World War One.

Meanwhile a new war was becoming imminent in Europe in 1938
when Germany threw off the constraints of the 1919 Treaty of
Versailles and began to flex its developing muscles as it absorbed a
polyglot collection of virtually powerless and needy neighbours. 
Today, war is hopefully still further away than it was in 1938, but if

the present situation continues there may be a grave risk of its being
replaced by a fait accompli engineered by Putin.  

No established leader has yet come forward as
did Winston Churchill when he first identified the
nature of the changed European order which he
presented in his 1938 speech to America.  However
an American Democratic candidates’ rally was held
on Friday 2018 July 20 in Topeka, Kansas, for
Bernie Sanders (Dem, Vermont) and Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez (Dem, New York) who had
unexpectedly won a congressional primary in June. 
Bernie Sanders may be too old now, at age 76, four
years older than Trump, although he has a good
following after his run for the Presidential
nomination where he was defeated by Hillary
Clinton, and he should not be discounted; and
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez is only 28 but is not yet
a household name in America.  Either of them, or
yet another enlightened person, may be the kick-
start needed, heading into the 2018 November election and into the
next Presidential cycle in 2020 November.

Only time will tell if either Sanders or Ocasio-Cortez, or another
leader as yet undiscovered, can succeed in galvanising the American
Democratic electorate to the need for a champion of the beleaguered
liberal cause in their country: Trump, remember, had not been
expected to defeat Hillary Clinton in 2016.  It looks improbable, but
the time is now ripe for America to replace Trump and to discourage
the bigots and dictators around the world in order to make the lights
go on again. — SLH

If you believe in Canada as a separate and fully independent country,
do not ignore what is happening in America.  Millions of Americans
are not pleased by what is happening in their country under Trump. 
To them, so many of his actions and policies— the treatment of
immigrant children separated from their parents under his ‘zero
tolerance’ program, in some cases perhaps never to be reunited as
families;  his uncertainty to condemn Nazi-style organisations like the
KKK, White Supremacists, etc; his tariffs on smaller countries which
many see as a bullying tactic to make those countries fall inline with
his ideology; his constant lying; his lack of respect for women; his
failure to stand up to despots like Vladimir Putin;  and many other
examples of his inappropriate ideology and behaviour —do not
represent the kind of leadership they want for their country.

Nor do they represent the kind of leadership we want for Canada.
Consequently we must resist Trump’s influence and ensure that in

our 2019 Federal Election we choose leaders we can be proud of for
ourselves, for Canadians, whether Conservative, NDP, Liberal, Green
Party, Independent, or some other party we can trust to uphold our
Constitution and Laws in the spirit in which they were framed: To
respect, protect and guarantee freedom and justice for all. — SLH

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/bernie-sanders-alexandria-ocasio-cortez-rally-democrats-in-kansas/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bernie_Sanders
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/alexandria-ocasio-cortez-stumps-for-democrats-in-the-midwest/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/alexandria-ocasio-cortez-stumps-for-democrats-in-the-midwest/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/alexandria-ocasio-cortez-stumps-for-democrats-in-the-midwest/
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Click for enlargement Eight living adult Monarch
Butterflies weigh about 4

grams, roughly the same as one
level  teaspoonful of sugar. 

TRUMP REGIME THREATENS
ENDANGERED SPECIES

“He is as good as his word” is an expression we often hear.  But it
goes without saying that if his word is not good, then he is no better. 
During his 2016 election campaign, Trump declared that if elected he
would dismantle as many as possible of the regulations that have been
introduced to protect the environment since the EPA began operation
on 1970 December 02.  One casualty of this action is a new rule
intended to limit the numbers of endangered whales and sea turtles
getting caught in fishing nets off the Pacific West Coast, even though
the fishing industry itself had proposed the measure.  The whales and
sea turtles are already at risk, and with the new rule cancelled, the risk
is even greater.  (The Washington Examiner, 2018 July 22)      Note:
Japan still hunts whales.

Another example of Trump’s inroads into sensitive protected
wildlife areas is the huge Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge, home of
the largest caribou herd in the
world.  It is located on the
northeast coast of Alaska, abutting
the border with the Yukon,
Canada, where there are two
Canadian National Parks, Ivvavik
and Vuntut.  It is the largest
protected wildlife area in the
United States, covering 19,286,722 acres or about 78,000 sq km, and
includes much of the most pristine wildland still remaining on the
North American continent.  It protects dozens of species including
polar bears, caribou, wolves, eagles, and migratory birds.

Those species have now lost much of their protection with
removal of regulations by Scott Pruitt and his successor Andrew
Wheeler, Trump’s anti-environment Environmental Protection
Agency directors.  And once that protection is removed to allow
drilling for oil and mining, as is now set to happen, the area will never
be able to return to its original state.  But of course under Trump that
is just bleeding heart liberal thinking.  What really matters to him is
money, money, money.

The above example is just one of many similar regulations
designed to protect endangered species directly, or the environment
where those species live, from the pollution created by industry.  
Many of these regulations were introduced to reduce climate effects
like global warming that is decimating the sea ice around the North
and South Poles, the two great ‘heat sinks’ that modify world
temperatures and the damaging storms, heatwaves, droughts and
floods which have been occurring increasingly all over the planet.

Unfortunately, global warming effects resemble a flywheel, slow
to increase, equally slow to reduce speed, so there is always a long-
delayed time lag.  The destruction of endangered species is similar,
but requires much more time for the affected species to recover. 
Many have already been made extinct, but removing the regulations
will result in many more species being totally lost, and even more
being placed at risk.  Industry will be less regulated when rules are
cancelled and protected areas—lakes, rivers, oceans forests—become
unregulated places for industrial exploitation.  The coal industry, now
reduced, controlled, or even banned in many regions of the world, is
already resuming operations in America with far fewer limits on its
activities.

As long as Trump holds power, pollution will increase, causing
human health to suffer, the pollinating insects essential to our food
supplies and the wild creatures and plants that enhance our
recreational areas will perish, all in the interest of increasing the
wealth primarily of the owners of the polluting industries which will
cut back on the funds they are presently required to spend on
environmental protection.

Hopefully the neanderthal Trump and his agents will not be able
to pursue their destructive policies for long.  But sadly many species
of plants and animals as well as unique geological features, will face
extinction before the destruction can be reversed again.

Monarch butterflies, the fragile little
creatures that migrate thousands of miles
between Canada and Mexico every year,
are expected to suffer enormous
destruction once more as regulations are
relaxed and allow the use of some
banned insecticides and herbicides which
are very destructive of Monarchs.  But
they are only one species of hundreds of
living things that will once more be in
danger of disappearing for ever from the
face of the earth.  More will follow
unless Trump is quickly removed from
office, his destructive measures
cancelled and responsible conservation
regulations quickly reinstated. 

The World Wildlife Fund lists 19 critically endangered species,
all of which are animals, including mammal species such as leopards,
tigers, elephants, gorillas, etc, that you don’t need a magnifying lens
to see.  Another 35 or so are listed as only endangered, but not
critically, and none are insects or microscopic bugs.  

Before it is too late as it already is for many species, Trump must
not be allowed to continue his ravaging of conservation regulations
designed to protect the most delicate and rare environments and the
vulnerable forms of life that live there.

A FINAL THOUGHT, PERHAPS CONTROVERSIAL
It would be interesting if Trump could be made to face charges

and spend time doing community service for making legal what was
prohibited until he cancelled the protective regulations.  A good
remedial lesson might then be for him to spend a few days at a
wildlife refuge in the company of an experienced ranger to learn
about the animal species, endangered and otherwise, he is willing to
sacrifice on the altar of the almighty dollar. — SLH

If you need further convincing of the need for serious conservation in
so many areas, listen to and watch the pictures as The Dubliners
perform Andy Barnes’s heartbreaking song The Last of the Great
Whales.  You may have heard it before, but if it does not affect you
every time you hear it, I don’t know what will.  It’s very simple, but
it ranks among the most moving songs the human race has ever
created.  If you want to see the lyrics, you can find them HERE, along
with several other versions of the song. — SLH

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/trump-cancels-whale-and-sea-turtle-protections
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Whaling_in_Japan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arctic_National_Wildlife_Refuge
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arctic_National_Wildlife_Refuge
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arctic_National_Wildlife_Refuge
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ivvavik_National_Park
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vuntut_National_Park
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scott_Pruitt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrew_R._Wheeler
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrew_R._Wheeler
<current%20document>https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Environmental_Protection_Agency
<current%20document>https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Environmental_Protection_Agency
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monarch_butterfly
https://www.worldwildlife.org/species/directory?direction=desc&sort=extinction_statu
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u-HvcT7BH1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u-HvcT7BH1s
https://mainlynorfolk.info/louis.killen/songs/thelastleviathan.html
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Odds  and  Ends

A  SAD  NEWSY JOKE 
“Four times an inmate has died in a Newfoundland prison.”  So began
a serious radio news item about deaths in our provincial jails.  Poor
man, I was thinking as I chuckled at the report that reminded me of
the old joke that starts with, “One person is knocked down on our
roads every five minutes, and he is getting very tired of it.”  But then
it went on to say that two men and two women in different
Newfoundland jails had died in recent weeks, and it was not a joke. 
In a later bulletin the wording had been corrected.  I had a good laugh
out of it until I found it was not a joke, a rare thing anyway in today’s
news. Wouldn’t you think that anyone employed as a news writer
would be competent enough to avoid such an unfortunate error before
it went over the air waves? 

A COMMON MISPRONUNCIATION
Have you ever noticed the number of people who mispronounce the
word “nuclear”?  It is the adjective derived from the noun “nucleus”,
the scientific name for the centre of every atom.  There are many
billions of them in your body and every one else’s too: approximately 
seven billion billion billion of them, or so we are told, though no one
ever counted them.

“Nuclear” is a word we hear very frequently in these turbulent
times, and people who need to talk about nuclear matters should
know how to pronounce the word correctly.  Many who
mispronounce it are reporters, news commentators, and others who
should be familiar with the word.  Correctly, it has only two syllables,
as “NEW-CLEAR” or even “NOO-CLEAR, but not “NU-CU-LAR”,
with three syllables as some people habitually pronounce it.  

MISUSE OF A POWERFUL WORD
Another word that can have problems, although many users are not
aware of it, is the adverb “literally”.  After a great surprise, or a
shock, some people may say, “I was literally scared to death,” or “I
literally jumped out of my skin”, or “He was literally flying down the
road on his bicycle”.   The Canadian Oxford Dictionary defines the
word as “taking words in their usual or primary sense without
metaphor or allegory”.  In the examples given here it is obvious that
the word has been misused, as one speaker would now be dead, the
next skinless and probably also dead, and the third would have
suffered some serious injuries when he and his bicycle finally landed
on the road again!

Unfortunately our language is weakened by this casual usage of
words like “literally” that carry very clear and specific meaning.  The
use of a sledge hammer to crack a nut is rarely a good idea!  

THE MOST BABIES EVER !!!
The most babies ever born to one mother is: 69!  Mrs Vassilyeva, a
peasant from Shuya, Russia, gave birth to 16 sets of twins, 7 sets of
triplets, and 4 sets of quadruplets.  Although it seems impossible,
there are birth records to prove it!   READ MORE

AMERICA LEADS IN SO MANY WAYS
HERE’S A COUPLE OF GOOD EXAMPLES

Children as young as Kindergarten age or
even less who have been separated from their
parents under Trump’s hard-line “zero
tolerance” immigration policy are being
brought before immigration judges who will
decide their fate.  The judge asked one little
girl if she knew what the hearing was for, and
she shook her head.  He then asked her if she
had a lawyer, and she just stared at him.

Mrs Anna Mae Blessing, a 92-year old Arizona woman, was recently
jailed because her 72-year-old son wanted to force her, against her
will, to enter an assisted care home.  So she shot him.  She really
shouldn’t have done that, but can you honestly blame her?  Seems like
guns are very useful sometimes.  She was charged with first-degree
murder, aggravated assault, and kidnapping, and her bail was set at
$500,000.

ACCIDENTS AND SAFETY ON  BOATS
When I heard of the duckboat incident in Missouri, USA, I was
reminded of a concern I have long had about safety issues on our
Marine Atlantic Ferries.  Do you remember the loss of the William
Carson en route from St John’s to Goose Bay, Labrador, on Thursday
1977 June 02?  The Carson, a good sized vessel, was carrying only 27
passengers, far outnumbered by the 85 crew, and luckily no lives were
lost.

But think of our modern ferries at the height of summer season. 
There could be a thousand passengers onboard, well outnumbering the
crew, who are essential in emergencies.  At start of the voyage
passengers are advised to watch the emergency instructions on the
televisions in the lounges, but nobody takes much notice.  Imagine the
panic and how many lives could be lost if an emergency such as a
major fire or explosion occurred, or a freak collision with another
large vessel.  It could be hundreds, particularly at night.

I have always thought security and safety issues were a bit casual
on the ferries.  Of course these days you have to be holding a boarding
pass before you are allowed on, but the last time I was using the
ferries, they didn’t check either us or our car for anything else.  Maybe
they thought we didn’t look like terrorists!  Fuel tanks should be only
¾ full or less, but they have never checked mine.  Sometimes they
have asked if we had any Newfoundland vegetables with us, but for
years they never inspected our car, and our vehicle has not been hosed
down at the terminal to remove Newfoundland mud, which they
always used to do.

My dictionary defines ‘accident’ as ‘an event that is without
apparent cause, or is unexpected ’.  The people on the Missouri
duckboat were told not to worry about lifejackets—they wouldn’t
need them, the passengers were told!  But the wind came up, the
duckboat capsized, and 17 of 31 passengers drowned.  Safety on the
water should always be observed, especially for small children.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feodor_Vassilyev
https://www.cnn.com/2018/07/20/us/missouri-boat-incident/index.html
https://www.newspapers.com/clip/4079625/william_carson_ferry_sinks/
https://www.newspapers.com/clip/4079625/william_carson_ferry_sinks/
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